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Too much of product information : Don’t worry, let’s look for evidence!
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Abstract

Product question answering (PQA) aims to pro-
vide instant response to customer questions
posted on shopping message boards, social me-
dia, brand websites and retail stores. In this pa-
per, we propose a distantly supervised solution
to answer customer questions by using product
information. Auto-answering questions using
product information poses two main challenges
:(i) labelled data is not readily available (ii)
lengthy product information requires attend-
ing to various parts of the text to answer the
question. To this end, we first propose a novel
distant supervision based NLI model to prepare
training data without any manual efforts. To
deal with lengthy context, we factorize answer
generation into two sub-problems. First, given
product information, model extracts evidence
spans relevant to question. Then, model lever-
ages evidence spans to generate answer. Fur-
ther, we propose two novelties in fine-tuning
approach: (i) First, we jointly fine-tune model
for both the tasks in end-to-end manner and
showcase that it outperforms standard multi-
task fine-tuning. (ii) Next, we introduce an
auxiliary contrastive loss for evidence extrac-
tion. We show that combination of these two
ideas achieves an absolute improvement of 6%
in accuracy (human evaluation) over baselines.

1 Introduction

Around the world, customers post millions of ques-
tions across digital mediums to obtain important in-
formation before completing their purchase journey
for a given product. Plethora of content on prod-
uct pages makes it very difficult for customers to
discover relevant information which leads to ques-
tions. Answering customer questions instantly is
very crucial for organizations to ensure a seamless
buying experience, thereby increasing customer
engagement and reducing purchase abandonment
possibly due to lack of information. In this paper,
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we aim to build a scalable solution to auto-answer
customer questions using product pages.

Figure 1: Example of typical product listings, ques-
tions and answers

Auto-answering product questions using product
page content poses two main challenges. Firstly,
labelled data for the task is not available. The ex-
isting (question, answer) pairs openly available on
product pages are not sufficient since we need to en-
sure that answers posted are verified and question
is answerable using the product content. Secondly,
description information for products is very lengthy.
Details of many top selling products span over six
to eight thousand words which is equivalent to 15
A4 sheets (Mittal et al., 2021). Answering ques-
tions using lengthy contexts is a difficult task.

To tackle the challenges mentioned above, we
first propose a distant supervision based natural
language inference (NLI) model to prepare training
data. We leverage NLI model to compute rele-
vance between question, answer pair and question
and sentences of product content. If product con-
tent contains high relevance sentences, we treat the
question as answerable and unanswerable other-
wise.

To deal with the lengthy context, we factorize
PQA task into two sub-tasks. Task 1 (generatively)
extracts evidence span from the context. Whereas,
task 2 (answer generation) uses both evidence span
and context to generate the answer.
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Next, we also propose several novelties in the
training procedure. To capture dependency of an-
swer generation on evidence span explicitly during
training, we propose a joint end-to-end training
of both the tasks. This is in contrast to standard
multi-task training where every task is treated in-
dependently. Further, to improve performance of
evidence selection task, we also introduce auxil-
iary contrastive loss (Caciularu et al., 2021) which
helps model distinguish between supporting evi-
dence and irrelevant sentences. We showcase that
the combination of end-to-end training along with
contrastive objective outperforms other baselines.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that deals with long context PQA with distantly
supervised data creation.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
review related work in section 2. In section 3, we
discuss distant supervision based training data cre-
ation approach. Section 4 explains the details of
evidence extraction and answer generation task.
We discuss experiments in section 5 and results in
section 6. Finally, we conclude paper with a discus-
sion on industry impact in section 7 and conclusion
as well as future directions in section 8.

2 Related work

Product question answering has gained a lot of at-
tention as a research problem. (Deng et al., 2023)
provides a comprehensive survey of research work
done so far in this space. We can divide the cur-
rent approaches into two main categories : a) ex-
tractive answering b) generative answering. (Xu
et al., 2019) proposed extracting answers as spans
of text from reviews by post training BERT on
review data. (Zhang et al., 2020b) leverages mul-
tiple heterogeneous sources such as reviews and
structured attributes to filter snippets of text for an-
swering a question. (Mittal et al., 2021) proposed
distantly supervised extractive approach for PQA.
To generate customer friendly responses, (Shen
et al., 2022; Roy et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2020a)
explored generative approaches. They leverage
LLMs such as T5 (Roberts et al., 2019), Flan-T5
(Chung et al., 2022) and Unified-QA (Khashabi
et al., 2020) to generate natural language answers
to questions. However, most of the existing models
have short context window (<2k max token length)
which limits their performance in long context sce-
nario. In this work, we aim to combine the power
of extractive and generative approaches for PQA

for very lengthy product content.

3 Distant supervision for automated
training data creation

In this section, we capture the data requirement,
challenges, and distant supervision approach to au-
tomatically create training data. As stated earlier,
the primary focus of this work is to answer ques-
tions using only product page content. Obtaining
training data manually for thousands of product
categories is challenging. Given the scope, we are
faced with following three primary challenges: a)
Answer-ability: We need to ensure that question
in the training data is answerable using product
content. b) Unavailability of evidence: The first
sub-task requires ground truth evidence for train-
ing. There is no such dataset available as of to-
day. c) Truthfulness: Answers posted can be in-
correct since they are not moderated. We need to
remove untrustworthy answers from dataset for bet-
ter quality of training data. In subsection 3.2, we
describe detailed approach to deal with challenges
mentioned above.

3.1 Problem statement

Given a question q, list of answers A =
[a1, a2, . . . , ak] and product content P , goal is to
create (q, a, S, P ). Here, a is the correct answer
for q, S is the list of supporting evidence sentences
from P .

3.2 NLI model for training data creation

Figure 2 describes the details of process to obtain
training tuple (q, a, S, P ).

We start with AmazonPQA (Rozen et al., 2021),
a publicly available dataset that contains product
content including all the question-answers posted
by customers and other product metadata from ama-
zon.com. There can be multiple questions for a
product and multiple answers for a question.

To obtain answerable questions with correct an-
swer along with supporting evidence from Ama-
zonPQA, we train and NLI model. First of all, to
obtain the correct answer a, we select the answer
provided by the highest rated sellers as it has the
higher correctness compared to the other answers.
Given input q and a sentence s, the NLI model out-
puts 1 if sentence is relevant to q and 0 otherwise.
We need to obtain positive and negative (q, s) pairs
to train NLI model. Positive pairs are mainly ob-
tained by pairing existing (q, a) pairs. Since we
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Figure 2: Distantly supervised training data creation for evidence extraction and answer generation task

aim to use the NLI model to identify evidence S
from product content - where semantics are very
different from actual answers, we also add artificial
positive (q, s) pairs to the training data. To create
artificial positive pair (q, s), we create questions q
(using basic templates) for attributes (color, brand,
model name) commonly present in product names
and pair it with product name. For example, for a
headphone product, we create question as “what is
the color of the headphone?” and select name of
the product as relevant sentence s.

Negative pair creation is straightforward. To do
so, we pair q with any randomly selected sentence
from product content or answer to other randomly
selected question. We believe that (q, s) pair ob-
tained by pairing q with randomly sampled sen-
tence s from the same product content sentences
serve as hard negative. In future, we also plan
to leverage more advanced hard negative mining
techniques.

Using the data (q, s) pairs generated above, we
fine-tune FlanT5-base (Chung et al., 2022) for 2
epochs with learning rate of 2e−5. We observe that
NLI model achieves 89% precision and 97% recall
based on human evaluation when tested on a 20
product dataset that contains a total of 1237 (q, s)
pairs.

Using the NLI model fine-tuned above and Ama-
zonPQA, training tuple (q, a, S, P ) for evidence
extraction and answer generation task can be ob-
tained using the steps mentioned below:

• Given multiple answers for a question q, se-
lect the answer provided by the highest rated
seller.

• Use NLI model on (q, a) pair. If model output
is “no”, drop the q from the training set. This
step ensures that answer is relevant to question
and filter questions with junk answers.

• Split P to obtain list of sentences C =
[c1, c2, . . . , cn] using sentence tokenizer.

• Use NLI model for each (q, ci), i ∈
[1, 2, . . . , n] to obtain the S (subset of C), the
list of evidence sentences.

• If S is empty, it implies question is not answer-
able using P . In such case, we set a as “We
can not answer the question based on product
content information”.

• If S is not empty, (q, a, S, P ) is the desired
training tuple.

4 Answer generation approach

4.1 Problem statement

Given a question q and product content P , the goal
is to generate answer a using only the information
provided by P .

4.2 Proposed approach

Figure 3 captures the details of the proposed ap-
proach. Formally, we motivate our approach based
on following factorization of conditional probabil-
ity of answer given question and product content:

p(a|q, P ) = p(a|S, q, P ) ∗ p(S|q, P ) (1)

Here, S is the list of evidence spans relevant to
question. This factorization corresponds to two
stage approach: evidence extraction followed by
answer generation. Specifically, in step 1, we pro-
pose to extract relevant spans S = [s1, s2, . . . , sk]
from P . In step 2, we propose to use q, S and P
to generate answer a using the same model. Note
that, we also use P along with S as input for an-
swer generation task. Mathematically speaking, we
don’t assume that a and S are independent when
conditioned on P . We will empirically show the
merit of two stage approach in long context product
question answering in section 6.
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Figure 3: Proposed pipeline for question-answering

Table 1: Input format for evidence extraction and answer
generation tasks

Task Input

Evidence
extraction

Select the sentences from the product
content that can be used to answer
the following question. Question:
{q}<s>; product content: {P̃}

Answer
generation

Given the product content and rele-
vant sentences from product content,
answer the following question. Ques-
tion: {q}<s>; relevant sentences: {Ŝ*

} product content: {P̃}.

* Ŝ is span extracted from evidence extraction task

4.3 Model input

Table 1 provides details of inputs for evidence
extraction and answer generation tasks. Given
question q and product content P , we first split
P using sentence tokenizer to obtain C =
[c1, c2, . . . , cn]. Then, we concatenate sentences
in C using special token <s> to obtain P̃ =
c1<s>c2<s> . . .<s>cn<s>. Note that, we add spe-
cial token <s> between every ci. Encoder represen-
tations of <s> can be thought of as representation
of sentence preceding <s>. We will show it later
how encoding of <s> is leveraged to compute aux-
iliary contrastive loss for evidence extraction task.

4.4 Model training

In this paper, we introduce a novel combination of
two ideas for model training: a) joint end-to-end
fine-tuning b) contrastive loss for evidence extrac-
tion task. We will show in section 6 that combina-
tion of these two ideas improves performance of
final answer generation task.

4.5 Joint end-to-end fine-tuning

Equation 2, 3 captures the details of joint fine-
tuning. To capture the dependence of answer gen-
eration on evidence extraction, we use Ŝ as input
to the answer generation task during training. Dif-

ference between standard multi-task training and
end-to-end fine-tuning is that the standard multi-
task training treats tasks independently and uses
ground truth evidence S whereas the latter uses pre-
dicted evidence Ŝ as input for answer generation
task during training phase. Conditioning on Ŝ for
answer generation during training helps model cap-
ture the dependencies between evidence extraction
and answer generation tasks.

Ŝ = Mθ(q, P ), Â := Mθ(q, Ŝ, P ) (2)

θ := optimizer(θ,∇θJ(S, Ŝ, A, Â)) (3)

Here, θ are the parameters of encoder-decoder
model Mθ, J(S, Ŝ, A, Â) is the total loss for end-
to-end fine-tuning. Note that, the proposed training
method is truly joint end-to-end fine-tuning since
model uses Ŝ (instead of S) for answer generation
during training.

4.6 Loss function
The loss function J consists of mainly three com-
ponents : a) Ls: cross-entropy loss for evidence
extraction, b) La: cross-entropy loss for answer
generation task and, c) Lc: auxiliary contrastive
loss for evidence extraction task (equation 5). Final
loss is given in equation 4 below:

J = (1− λ)LS + λLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
evidence extraction loss

+ LA︸︷︷︸
answer generation loss

(4)

where, λ ∈ [0, 1] is the hyper-parameter to adjust
the weights of contrastive and cross-entropy loss in
the overall evidence extraction loss.

Contrastive loss for evidence extraction is given
below:

Lc = −log
∑

s∈S

esim(es,eq)/τ

∑
p∈P esim(ep,eq)/τ

(5)

sim(s,q) =
eTs WcWqeq

||eTs Wc||.||eTq Wq||
(6)
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Here, S is the list of ground truth evidence from
P relevant to input question q, et is the encoder
representation of token <s> which follows sentence
t. τ is the temperature coefficient that can be tuned.
Wc,Wq are the learnable projection matrices.

Given question q, product content P , and list
of sentences relevant to question S, Lc tries to
maximise similarity between q and s ∈ S in a
linearly projected space.

4.7 Inference

Figure 3 describes answer generation process.
Given, question q, product content P , we first ob-
tain P̃ which contains special token <s> after each
sentence. Then using q and P̃ , model first gener-
ates Ŝ, the concatenation of all the relevant spans
relevant to q from P . Next, model uses q, Ŝ and P̃
to generate the answer Â. Note that, we also use
product content P̃ along with Ŝ for answer genera-
tion task. We will show in section 6 that including
product content along with Ŝ reduces impact of
evidence extraction error on answer generation.

5 Experiments

We conduct various experiments to evaluate the
proposed approach proposed on following aspects:
a) comparison with QA baselines, b) effectiveness
of end-to-end fine-tuning and, c) effectiveness of
proposed approach in lengthy context.

5.1 Baselines

LongT5 (Guo et al., 2022) is a scalable T5 architec-
ture specifically trained to deal with long context
window (upto 16k tokens). We use LongT5-Large
as the base model for our experiments. We also
compare performance of LongT5 with Flan-T5-
Large which is a model with short context window
of length 2k tokens. Models fine-tuned on only an-
swer generation task are denoted as “model-name-
A”. Whereas, models fine-tuned on both the tasks in
multi-task and joint end-to-end manner are denoted
with “model-name-MT” and “model-name-E2E”,
respectively. Note that, MT and E2E approaches
differ in only training. E2E approach uses pre-
dicted evidence whereas MT approach uses ground
truth evidence during training. Inference procedure
remains same for both the approaches. Further,
we also compare performance of our model with
GPT-3.5. Note that, the proposed architecture in
this paper is “LongT5-E2E”.

5.2 Ablation study
There are several decisions made in the training and
inference approach: a) joint end-to-end fine-tuning
(using predicted vs ground truth span for answer
generation task during training), b) auxiliary loss
for evidence extraction and, c) using product in-
formation along with evidence as opposed to only
using evidence as input for answer generation dur-
ing inference. We conduct systematic experiments
to study impact of each of the design decisions.

5.3 Dataset
We use AmazonPQA and prepare training data us-
ing the distant supervision method mentioned in
section 3. We use two test sets: Test-SC and Test-
LC. Test-SC is a dataset with short product content
(<2k tokens) whereas Test-LC is a long context
dataset (>2k tokens). Both sets contain 2000 man-
ually curated samples. Please refer to Table 2 for
detailed data statistics.

Table 2: Data statistics

Train Test-SC Test-LC

Product categories 11 11 11
Products 184,754 2,000 2,000

Questions 1,082,652 2,000 2,000
Answers 2,096,872 2,000 2,000

(q, a, S, P ) tuples used 353,267 2,000 2,000
Mean token length of product content 5,475 1,092 5,523

5.4 Evaluation metrics
We use BLEU as automated metric for answer gen-
eration and tuning hyper-parameters. BLEU is
the approximate indicator of the model’s perfor-
mance. Hence, we also report accuracy based on
human evaluation for answer generation and report
F1 based on ground truth and predicted evidence
for evidence extraction.

We fine-tune all models for 2 epochs using Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015), learning rate of
2e−5, batch size of 32.

6 Results

In this section, we discuss the observations made
based on experiment results.

Joint end-to-end fine-tuning improves perfor-
mance. From Table 3, we observe that LongT5-
E2E achieves absolute improvement of ∼ 2% and
∼ 6% over LongT5-MT and LongT5-A, respec-
tively. The only difference between LongT5-E2E
and LongT5-MT is that the former is trained in
truly end-to-end manner whereas former is not.
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Table 3: Metrics on Test-LC

Answer generation Evidence extraction

Model Accuracy BLEU P R F1

LongT5-A 0.83 0.29 - - -
LongT5-MT 0.87 0.34 0.91 0.93 0.91
LongT5-E2E (ours) 0.89 0.36 0.95 0.96 0.95
GPT-3.5-turbo 0.92 0.20 - - -

Two-stage formulation achieves highest per-
formance improvement. Table 3 suggests that
two stage answer generation model LongT5-MT
achieves absolute improvement of 4% in accuracy
as compared to direct answer generation model
LongT5-A particularly when input context is long.

Table 4: Answer generation accuracy for long and
short context

FlanT5-A FlanT5-E2E LongT5-A LongT5-E2E

Test-SC (<2k context tokens) 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.89
Test-LC (>2k context tokens) 0.75 0.77 0.83 0.89

Two-stage formulation helps particularly in
long context. Table 4 suggests that when context
length is short, direct answer generation performs
at par with two-stage approach. Further, FlanT5
also performs at par with LongT5 in short context
scenario. However, performance gap between the
two-stage and single stage approaches widens only
in the high context length scenario.

Table 5: Ablation studies

Answer generation Evidence extraction

Phase Variation Accuracy BLEU P R F1

Training
LongT5-E2E (only cross-entropy loss for
evidence extraction)

0.88 0.34 0.92 0.91 0.91

+contrastive loss for evidence extraction 0.89 0.36 0.95 0.96 0.95

Inference
LongT5-E2E (only Ŝ as input for answer
generation)

0.87 0.31 0.93 0.94 0.94

Ŝ and P as input for answer generation* 0.89 0.36 0.95 0.96 0.95

* P and Ŝ are product content and predicted evidence, respectively.

Contrastive loss improves performance of
both tasks. Table 5 suggests that adding con-
trastive loss for evidence extraction task improves
performance of both the tasks. This suggests that
auxiliary loss helps model learn better alignment
between question and evidence.

Using product content along with evidence as
input for answer generation improves answer
generation performance. We can see from Table 5
that performance improves by 2% accuracy points
when product content is also used with evidence
as input for answer generation. It suggests that
answer and context conditioned on evidence are
not independent. Qualitative analysis suggests that
additional context helps model mitigate the impact

of evidence extraction error on answer generation.
GPT-3.5-turbo outperforms LongT5-E2E as

expected. As observed in Table 3, GPT-3.5-turbo
performs low on BLEU score but achieves 3% ab-
solute improvement on accuracy compared to the
other models. Main reason for GPT-3.5-turbo’s
low BLEU score is that it generates lengthy output.
Even though GPT-3.5-turbo’s accuracy is higher,
there are three major limitations that prevents us
from using it in production system as of today: a) It
hallucinates particularly in the case when question
is not answerable using product content b) Cost is
high due to paid API and, c) Inference latency is
high for real-time application.

7 Industry impact

In this paper, we proposed a practical solution for
auto-answering product queries using product in-
formation which helps customers make quicker
purchase decisions. Applications of this work have
the potential to auto-answer or reply in real-time
to thousands of perennially unanswered questions
leading to elimination of redundant work and re-
source savings.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed distant supervision
based approach that combines the power of ex-
tractive and generative techniques for product ques-
tion answering. There are two key contribution
of the approach presented in this paper. First, we
proposed a distant supervision and NLI based tech-
nique to create training data without any manual
intervention. Next, proposed two-stage answer
generation approach which achieves 6% point im-
provement in accuracy over only answer genera-
tion approach. Further, we also introduce a novel
training mechanism which is a combination of two
key ideas: a) Joint end-to-end fine-tuning b) con-
trastive loss for evidence extraction. We systemat-
ically studied the impact of each component and
showed that the combination of ideas proposed
above achieves highest performance. In future, we
plan to extend this work to incorporate multi-modal
input sources such as product reviews, images and
videos. We can also leverage RLHF based tech-
niques to achieve better alignment of the model
output with human preferences.
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